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Reading Notes for Castro Chapter 1
Web Page Building Blocks

Introduction
This will be your first overview of the parts of HTML. These "building blocks" are the 
general principles you will follow to make web pages. Consider much of this chapter an 
overview of the rules of the road. As with the Introduction, there may be a lot of this you 
don't fully understand, but hang in there. Do try some of the tags on your Simple Web 
Page.

Terms to know
Markup
Elements
Attributes
Values
URL
Absolute
Realtive

Reading Notes
Pages 26: The basic parts of the a tag are outlined here. Be aware that all tags are 
elements that may contain attributes and values.
She talks about non-empty and empty tags. Note the examples on page 26: the <em> 
tag surrounds text and therefore affects that text that is enclosed within it. In her example 
the word "ephemeral" is emphasized, or made italic (that's how the <em> tag works). 
The opening tag <em> tells where the emphasis begins, and the </em> tells where it 
ends.
The second example is "empty" in that it contains no text. In this case, the <img> 
element places a image on the page. XHTML requires the final "/", while HTML did not. 
Note that the example <img> tag is repeated on page 27 and explains the attributes and 
elements.
Page 27: Attributes and values sound harder than they are. I have hair (element) that is 
the color (attribute of hair) of brown (value). There are certain attributes that each 
element can posses, and you will learn them in time.
If you have learned a little html in the past, you may have been told that some values of 
attributes did not need quotes. Please forget that rule: these days all values are quoted.
Page 28: The main thing to understand is that some tags are used to make new lines, 
and that you do not chain two of these block tags together. For instance, you never use 
a paragraph tag and a heading tag on the same line.
Page 29: She uses both metaphors for an important rule here: if combining many tags, 
the unbreakable rule is "last opened, first closed, unless the tag is empty." In the 
example, the <em> tag is closed before the <p> tag. This is nesting.
Page 30: You always learn something new in teaching. I had no idea what Unicode 
was and how it worked. ASCII text can be limiting, but with such a resource it will be 
easy to include characters such as ~ and æ in the text of your documents. But the main 
thing here is that Web pages contain a lot of text, and it is formatted in a way that allows 
all computers to read it.
Page 31: This reviews WT a bit. The best part of the web is that it is hypertext and 
graphical.
Page 32: Read this now and believe me later - if you follow the two rules on this page 
consistently you will save hours and even days of frustration in this class. This is 
especially true of using lowercase for all of your file names. 
Why is this a big deal? You will be publishing your Web pages on a Unix server, which 
is case sensitive. This means that Index.html is a different name from index.html. What 
messes people up is that Windows and Macintosh are not case sensitive. They think 
that Index.html and index.html are not different names. So links will work on the local 
computer, but not when they are published on the Unix server. Just get in the habit of 
using lowercase when saving a file. And no spaces or funny characters in the name, 
either.
And you will use the .html extension for all your Web pages. If you don't, the browser 
may not know it's a web page. This goes for all files used in your Web site. (Yes, you 
can use .htm, but I'd really rather see .html.

.
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Pages 33-35: This is also a topic of importance, and the sooner you can understand it 
the better. What's hard about URL's and their relationship is that most of us use 
computers with graphical user interfaces. This means we never have to think about how 
the computer files things. Back in the days of DOS, everyone had to become 
experienced in using paths and directories to find things. No more.
The four parts of a URL help you understand for a Web page are important to 
understand. There will be lots of practice, but at least get the terms and functions 
understood. Also tuck away the mailto: URL, as I will be asking you to put an email link 
on every page you make.
Castro's explanation of absolute and relative URLs is good, but it may take experience 
for it all to sink in. Essentially, you create relative links to all of your own Web pages that 
exist on your own Web site, and use absolute links to pages that exist on other Web 
sites.
When we get to using these concepts, I have a tutorial that will help anchor how 
absolute and relative links work and when you use which.
Pages 36-40: There is some real nerd-talk in here, but the thing to understand is that 
web authoring is in the midst of great change. HTML created a fairly loose set of rules 
that worked pretty well, but that language was never really meant to run a mass 
medium. Rather, it was written so a few Swiss scientists could share academic papers. 
Our needs have grown, and the language needs to mature.
XML is where the web is heading. It's a language that can handle all of the needs we 
currently envision for sharing information. XHTML is a step on the way; indeed, XML 
has "swallowed" HTML. The only difference is that HTML has to strictly conform to XML 
rules, which is why Castro talks so long about whether it's worth it or not.
In this class you can write HTML, but I'm going to insist that you at least write everything 
in lower case and that you use quotes for values. That way you're half way to XHTML.
Pages 41-46: Cascading Style Sheet used to be an advanced topic! Just look at where 
they are placed in the WT book. But really they are not so hard, and the rewards are 
great. With style sheets you gain a great deal more control of how you page will work. I'd 
suggest playing around with style sheets after you finish your simple Web page.


